
 

Every year the 14th of June is celebrated as the World Blood 

Donors’ Day. It was first started in the year 2004 by the joint 

initiative of the World Health Organization (WHO) on the birth 

anniversary of Karl Landsteiner who had received the Nobel 

Prize for classifying the different types of blood groups. The 

main motto of the World Blood Donor’s Day is “Donating blood 

is an act of solidarity. Join the effort and save lives.”  With this 

type of mind people not only in our country but all across the 

world donate blood willingly in order the save the people who 

are in desperate need of it and saving many lives. 

                                        

 



This year the cadets of Kalyani Mahavidyalya of 49 Bengal BN 

NCC following the motto and from the inspiration of our 

respected ANO Sir Lt. Dr. Pallab Pandey had decided to 

organise a blood donation camp on the auspicious day of 14th 

June, celebrated as the World Blood Donors’ Day. The 

preparation for making the event fruitful and successful had 

started much earlier with provided prior application to the 

JNM Hospital to send doctors and medical staff on the specified 

day for the collection of blood samples.   

                                  

 

All the cadets were very much excited for the organisation of 

the Blood Donation Camp as most of them would donate blood 

for the first time. All the preparation had started with 



cleaning of the premises and collecting the names for all of the 

cadets who were interested for donating the blood. Then the 

names of all the necessary things were listed including the 

foods items, to be provided for the donors after collecting 

blood from them among the other things essential for 

conducting the programme. 

                                            

 

Then came the day for blood donation had arrived. All the 

cadets were informed to be present there by 9 o’ clock in the 

morning. Then final touch before the beginning of the 

programme was done. The programme had started with 

hoisting of our national flag and the flag of NCC. All the cadets 

had reached the auditorium in a proper sequence even the 

students of other colleges and battalions had also visited in 

order to be a part of this sacred initiative. After that the 

respected doctors medical staff had arrived earlier and had 

taken their assigned seats, our respected principal madam and 



our honourable CO Sir of the 49th Bengal BN had arrived. The 

introductory speech about blood donation and its importance 

were given our ANO Sir then some valuable words had been 

shared to us by our CO Sir followed by our principal madam. 

                                                

 

Then the cadets had lined in a queue and had filled their 

respective forms for donating blood voluntarily.  Being first 

time blood donors most of the cadets were very much excited 

about the whole process. Even our ANO Sir as well as some of 

our PI staff had contributed in this sacred event. Cadets from 

different college as well as other battalions had also been 

present there to be a part of this initiative. After donating 

blood everyone was provided with filling meals in order to 



replenish themselves from the loss of blood after donating it. 

When all of the donors had given blood the medical staff and 

doctors were even given lunch packets as they had worked 

tirelessly throughout the day in order to make the event 

successful. The whole programme had ended with singing the 

national anthem and the NCC song. All of the cadets and other 

teachers and staff present there had taken an oath in their 

minds that they will try to donate blood every year on this 

sacred event in order to help the people who are in desperate 

need of it.      
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